Abstract mostly implemented in a semi-automatic manner, solving the Building extraction based on pre-established models has been model-image fitting problem based on some high-level inforrecognized as a promising idea for acquiring 3D 
Introduction
In sum, this paper proposes a semiautomatic approach to In response to the development of 3D City Spatial Information model-based building extraction from multiple aerial images. Systems for urban planning and management, acquisition of 3D This approach is developed with the prospects of releasing the data of city objects has become a topic of increasing imporoperator from tedious point measurement and efficiently tance. This tendency leads to intense research activities aiming delivering precise and reliable results. Ten buildings were for automatic or semiautomatic building extraction from digital extracted from the test data for demonstration. The experimenaerial images in both the photogrammetry and the computer tal results were investigated with regard to model availability, vision communities (Mohan and Nevatia, 1989; Braun et al., working efficiency, needed constraints, success rate of model-1995; Englert and Gü lch, 1996; Lang and Fö rstner, 1996; Shu- image fitting, and fitting accuracy. felt, 1999; Vosselman and Veldhuis, 1999; Grü n, 2000; van den Heuvel, 2000) . While the task of building extraction may differ in terms of image data type and scale, object complexity, re-
Related Work
In the last decade, building extraction has been a topic of active quired level of detail, and type of product, the common process sequence would be detection, reconstruction, and attribution.
research. There are a number of helpful reviews and paper collections available (Grü n et al., 1995; Fö rstner and Plü mer, 1997 ; Various approaches have been implemented with emphasis on more or less automation with respect to the process sequence.
Grü n et al., 1997; Grü n and Nevatia, 1998; Fö rstner et al., 1999 ). An overview of the different approaches reveals that any Model-based building extraction (Sester and Fö rstner, 1989; Braun et al., 1995; Vosselman, 1998; Brenner, 1999;  method for building extraction should incorporate some sort of Fischer et al., 1999; Ameri, 2000; Suveg and Vosselman, 2000; van den Heuvel, 2000) starts with a hypotheses of a buildingbuilding models. This concept is important because the projecas a CSG tree in which each node links two branches of combined parts. The leaves of the tree are primitives representing tion of 3D objects into 2D images leads to a loss of relevant information for building extraction. Furthermore, the use of a building parts. Because CSG models not only provide flexibility for the representation of buildings but also implicitly contain building model is essential if building boundaries in the images are confused with irrelevant information, such as vegeobject constraints and classification, many researchers are tending towards using CSG models for building extraction and tation, cars, and building details. Although existing modelbased approaches were motivated by the same concept, they model-based close-range photogrammetry (Braun et al., 1995; Englert and Gü lch, 1996; Lang and Fö rstner, 1996 ; Gü lch, differ with respect to the building modeling scheme employed and the strategy of reconstruction. Therefore, related research 1997; Gü lch et al., 1998; Veldhuis, 1998) . work on building extraction can be reviewed based on the categories of employed models and reconstruction strategies.
Semiautomated vs. Fully Automated Approaches
Automation is always a substantial objective in developing Employed models can be generally categorized into polyhedral, prismatic, parameterized polyhedral, and CSG. However, computer technologies. However, automation is not practically valuable if the automated technology does not reliably the categorization of reconstruction strategies is somewhat vague. One might divide them into fully automated and semideliver demanded results. Fully automated building extraction is certainly one of the ultimate goals in digital photogramautomated methods, but the ways to derive a building shape and to match a model with images are quite diverse.
metry. Many fully automated approaches have been proposed in the past decade (Hsiao and Wong, 1999; Brenner, 2000) , but they are more or less only practical for some special cases (Fö rsBuilding Model Schemes Polyhedral models are boundary representations of objects, tner, 1999). Developing a generic fully automated process is still difficult for many reasons. The difficulty stems from the which provide the most flexible approximation for the representation of buildings (Henricsson et al., 1996; Huang and fact that automated image understanding is still operating at a very rudimentary level. Because the task of building extraction Trinder, 1999; Brenner, 1999; Grü n, 2000) . However, the use of a general polyhedral model for building extraction is problemmay differ in terms of image data type and scale, object complexity, required level of detail, and type of product, ad hoc atic due to the absence of semantic classification of building shapes. Not only could the flexibility of modeling cause the image understanding algorithms tend to fail whenever a new situation is encountered. Semiautomated approaches, therereconstruction procedure to be very tricky, but it is also difficult to make predictions about occluded parts. Introducing geofore, are currently attracting more and more attentions, attributed to the pressing need of precise, reliable, and complete 3D metric or object constraints, such as parallelism, coplanarity, and perpendicularity of object faces, may partly solve those data (Lang et al., 1995; Gü lch et al., 1998; Chio and Wang, 1999; Rottensteiner, 2000) . problems. However, it introduces the problems of setting and weighting constraints.
Image understanding needs a knowledge base (high-level information) and images (low-level data) to work. Processing Prismatic models, extended from the traditional 2D mapping concept, allow the representation of buildings with arbiimages to obtain higher-level data is a bottom-up or data-driven procedure, while conversely, a top-down procedure derives trary ground plans, but are restricted to vertical walls and flat roofs (Nevatia and Price, 1982; Mohan and Nevatia, 1989; features from high-level information and verifies the correspondence between the derived features and data. Frequently, et al., 1995; Weidner and Fö rstner, 1995; Hendrickx et al., 1997) . They seem to be a special case of polyhedral models.
both bottom-up and top-down procedures are applied in an image understanding approach. Information and data meet in Although the possible building shape is confined under the circumstance, buildings are not further classified and do not have a certain data level for the verification of correspondence. Model-based building extraction from aerial images is a typical any specific parameterization. Therefore, prismatic models suffer from the same lack of specific building knowledge as do example with building models as the high-level information. In general, fully automated building extraction tends to verify the the general polyhedral models.
Parameterized polyhedral models are representations of correspondence in the higher data level than do semiautomated approaches. A hypothesis test or knowledge engineering proobjects deduced from a set of predefined polyhedral shapes by giving values to the associated parameters (Jaynes et al., 1997;  cedure is required for fully automated methods to determine the most appropriate model with respect to the scene. There is, Shufelt, 1999; Vosselman and Veldhuis, 1999) . The predefined shapes can be some common building shapes, such as rectangu-so far, a lack of theory to implement a robust hypothesis test procedure for building extraction. Semiautomated approaches, lar box, gable roof, L shape, and T shape. Each shape model is associated with some shape parameters to adjust its length, therefore, let humans decide which building model should be used to avoid doing this high level task, and perform modelwidth, height, arm length, and so forth as well as the pose parameters to determine its location and orientation. Shape modimage fitting automatically. Because humans can perform highlevel tasks much more reliably than computers, and computers els implicitly contain object constraints, so that partially occluded buildings can be fully reconstructed and a recondo low-level tasks faster than humans, this cooperation would make semiautomated building extraction practically valuable. structed building implies its classification. The major drawback of parameterized models is the lack of flexibility with respect to diverse building shapes. To establish a complete
Strategy and Workflow
Based on the CSG principle, buildings are modeled as a combimodel database for all kinds of buildings would be almost impossible.
nation of volumetric primitives. A primitive may represent a building or a part of building, depending on the complexity of CSG models, instead of modeling a full building block, are composed of a combination of volumetric primitives. It is posbuilding shapes. Buildings with complex topology can be reconstructed by Boolean operations of the building-part primisible to model a complex building with a very small set of primitives, depending on the level of detail required. A primitive is a tives in a generic way. The system should provide a model base in which various parametric primitives are included. Each predefined simple solid model to determine the intrinsic geometric properties of a building part, and is associated with model is associated with a number of shape parameters and pose parameters. The representation of a building part is some transformation parameters to perform scaling, rotation, and translation. Boolean set operations, such as union, interimplemented by setting the values of shape and pose parameters for the representative model. The operator needs to find an section, and difference, are provided for the combination of primitives. Complex buildings internally are then represented appropriate model from the model base corresponding to the target (building part). Some interactive user interfaces should be provided for the operator to select a model and to perform an approximate fitting between model and images. Then, optimal model-image fitting is performed by the system for each primitive. Both the manual and automatic fitting processes are achieved by adjusting the shape and pose parameters of a model to fit the target images. Having determined all of the building parts, the whole building can be reconstructed by combining the building parts using generic Boolean operations. Figure 2 . (a) A solid-box primitive and its shape parameters. Some constraints and local modifications of primitives need to (b) The solid box is not allowed to skew unless a skew be introduced during the process of combination. Again, interparameter is introduced. active user interfaces should be provided for the operator to specify various constraints and modifications. Similar to the One-eye Stereo System proposed by Englert and Gü lch (1996) , the system featured in the operation of CSG primitives and does not require stereo viewing. However, matching the CSG primiand pose parameters. The parametric changes would not affect tives of a building sequentially to extracted edge pixels from the intrinsic geometric properties. For example, a solid-box multiple images makes this system distinct from that approach.
primitive is able to represent a rectangular building (or buildThe workflow of this approach includes four stages: model ing part) with the shape parameters of length (l), width (w), and selection, approximate fitting, optimal fitting, and primitive height (h), as shown in Figure 2a . By changing the shape pacombination ( Figure 1 ). In the first stage, the operator detects rameters, the primitive can be scaled or elongated in each buildings in a navigation mode. The operator then needs to dimension to fit the size of a rectangular building. The primianalyze the building and to divide the building into parts that tive will not be allowed to skew, as shown in Figure 2b , unless a can be modeled by the primitives predefined in the model base. skew parameter is introduced. Different primitive models will The second stage is an interactive procedure to revise the shape be associated with different shape parameters, such as the and pose parameters of a model to approximately fit the interexamples listed in Figures 3 and 4 . Unlike the shape parameested building part. This procedure can be done by providing ters, pose parameters are not associated with the changes in size the user a dialog window to adjust the shape and pose parameor shape, but define the position and orientation of primitives. ters and to show the model wire frame on the images for checkIn a three-dimensional space, it is adequate to use three translaing. The third stage is an automatic fitting procedure. Starting tion parameters (dX, dY, dZ ) and three rotation parameters from the approximate fitting, the optimal fitting is achieved (tilt, swing, and azimuth (t, s, ␣ )), to depict the position and oriiteratively by using the least-squares model-image fitting algoentation of an object. However, most buildings should be kept rithm. The final stage again is an interactive procedure to comvertical, so that the tilt and swing parameters can be turned off. bine building primitives using Boolean operators. Some Therefore, one can use four pose parameters (dX, dY, dZ, ␣ ) for attachment constraints and local modifications can be speciall kinds of building primitives (Vosselman and Veldhuis, fied for the combination process. Through the workflow, the 1999; Suveg and Vosselman, 2000) . system does not require stereo viewing and point measure-A model base, which is a collection of primitives, should ments.
be pre-established for building modeling. Because building structures commonly possess some regularity, a small set of
Building Modeling and Parameters
Buildings show an amazingly high diversity in structure. Categorizing buildings into distinct styles for representative graphical models is almost impossible. However, regularities are commonly inherent in most building structures, which allow the description of most buildings using a small set of rules. Furthermore, because buildings are volumetric objects (or solids), solid modeling is the most intuitive approach to the representation of buildings. Those characteristics have suggested the use of CSG modeling to many pioneers (Braun et al., 1995; Lang and Fö rstner, 1996; Gü lch, 1997; Gü lch et al., 1998; Veldhuis, 1998) . Therefore, CSG modeling was adopted for this study. According to the CSG principle, each primitive should be Figure 3 . Some basic primitives. associated with some parameters to adjust its geometric properties. In this study, those parameters are categorized into shape differently. A box primitive, for example, has the transformation formulas for the eight vertices listed in Table 1 . This transformation is equivalent to creating a building object. Through a central projection, the building object can further be transformed into a 2D photo coordinate system in accordance with the known exterior orientation. Furthermore, photo coordinates can be transformed into the image coordinate system in accordance with the interior orientation.
Polyhedron modeling is generally suitable for any model without curved surfaces. Conveniently, one can use a polyhedron to approximate a model with curved surfaces. However, the projected edge lines of the model will be far different from Figure 4 . Advanced primitives for gable-roof and halfthe edge pixels extracted from the images. Under this circumchock buildings.
stance, model-image fitting will tend to fail. An appropriate method for the representation and projection of a model with curved surfaces is still needed. primitives would be adequate for modeling most buildings. For example, a basic model base may merely contain less than Model-Image Fitting ten models, such as box, wedge, cylinder, and cone (Figure 3) .
The principle of model-image fitting is to adjust the shape and However, for some popular building shapes, which need to be pose parameters of a model to fit features extracted from the modeled with combined basic primitives, it would be more con-corresponding images. In this study, features for matching are venient and efficient to pre-combine basic models to form some edge pixels, so that the best fit is achieved by minimizing the advanced models for the model base, for example, models for sum of the perpendicular distances from the edge pixels to the gable-roof and half-chock buildings (Figure 4) . projected edge lines of the model. Originated with Lowe (1991) , The structure of each model has to be defined graphically.
the least-squares model-image fitting (LSMIF) is modified to A model may be described as a polyhedron or a combination of solve this fitting problem. Lowe's fitting algorithm was develseveral defined models. A polyhedron is a collection of facets, oped to solve for the six viewpoint parameters, i.e., the exterior each facet being a list of vertex indices and each index being a parameters of an image. In this study, however, the viewpoint "pointer" into a list of vertices that are defined in a 3D model parameters are known and the model parameters are unknowns coordinate system. For example, a box model can be graphito be solved for. cally depicted in the model coordinate system as shown in Fig- The objective function can be formulated based on the ure 5. The model can be described by the following notation:
least-squares fit as follows: BOX ϭ {VertexList, FacetList} VertexList ϭ {V1, V2, V3, V4, V6, V7, V8}
The summation involves the total number of model edge lines …, F6 ϭ {…}} (I ), overlapped photos (J ), and extracted edge pixels (K ). Let an edge line i be projected onto a photo j. The two end points of the The coordinate systems involved in this approach include projected edge line can be labeled as v ij1 (x ij1 , y ij1 ) and v ij2 (x ij2 , model, object, photo, and image coordinate systems. Transfory ij2 ). If an extracted edge pixel k is from photo j, it is labeled as mations between coordinate systems can be performed based T jk (x kj , y kj ). The distance from the edge pixel to the projected on associated parameters (Figure 6) . A model is defined in the model edge line (Figure 7) can be formulated as model coordinate system, and can be transformed into the object space in accordance with the shape and pose parameters that represent a building part. The consequence of the transfor-
(2) mation will actually show in the changes of the vertex coordinates. However, each vertex is affected by the parameters Some edge lines may be excluded from the calculation due to self-occlusion. Which edge lines are occluded can be known through the calculation of projection. Given approximate values of the shape and pose parameters, it would also be reasonable that only the edge pixels distributed within the buffer zones (Figure 7 ) of the projected edge lines are used for calculation. In other words, the buffer zones are used to screen out irrelevant pixels.
In Equation 1, q is a function of the unknowns of shape and pose parameters. A necessary condition for q to be minimum is Ѩq Ѩp l ϭ 0; for all unknown parameters p l
Equation 3 forms the normal equations of the least-squares solution. In practice, we take the derivative of Equation 2 at each unknown parameter, and form the normal equations using matrix operations. Equation 2 is a non-linear function with 
(1, 0, 0) (w, 0, 0) (wcos␣, wsin␣, 0) (wcos␣ ϩ dX, wsin␣ ϩ dY, dZ ) V3
(
The linearized equations can be expressed in matrix form as V ϭ AX Ϫ L, where A is the matrix of partial derivatives, X is the vector of the increments, L is the vector of approximations, and V is the vector of residuals. The objective function actually can be expressed as q ϭ V T V. For each iteration, X can be solved for by the matrix operation
T L. The buffer size plays an important role in the solution. Using a narrow buffer confines the solution to a small range of convergence, i.e., a small pull-in range, so that it requires good initial values to obtain correct results. Using the wider buffer would offer the larger pull-in range, but it also increases the probability of using irrelevant edge pixels. It is a dilemma as to whether to use a narrow or a wide buffer. To keep its balance, Figure 7 . Distance from an edge pixel to the projected edge we initiate the computation with a large buffer (say, 30 pixels) line and the effective buffer zone.
and gradually decrease the buffer size with respect to the iterations down to the minimum buffer size (say, five pixels). The procedure of decreasing buffer would work for most cases. However, further investigations are required to know how much the buffer size influences the solution and what is the d ijk ϭ F ijk (w, l, h, ␣, dX, dY, dZ ) (4) best way to manipulate the buffer size. Inadequate relevant image features, affected by irrelevant The typical solution of a non-linear least-squares adjustment is features or noise, or given bad initial approximations, may lead to apply Newton's method. Using a first-order Taylor expanthe computation to a wrong solution. One way to fix this probsion, Equation 4 can be linearized as the function of the increlem is to introduce certain constraints to the solution. Conments of parameters. Given a set of initial approximations, the straints are especially needed if the existing edge pixels are not unknown parameters are updated iteratively by the calculated adequate to resolve some unknowns. In this case, the conincrements. The linearized form can be expressed as strained parameters should be determined by additional observations. Constraints are also needed when the working model
⌬h is attached to a previously determined model as described in the next section. The constraints can be formulated for each parameter. For instance, the constraint for w can be
in which w obs is the observed value, w 0 is the initial value, and d w is the residual of the parameter. The constraint equations can be combined with Equation 5 to find the solution with conin which F ijk0 is the approximation of the function F ijk , and (⌬w, ⌬l, ⌬h, …) are the increments of unknown parameters.
straints. Constraints to the parameters are not necessarily firmly fixed. Elastic constraints can be implemented by assigning appropriate weights to Equation 6.
Boolean Set Operations and Local Modification
In this study, building parts are determined one by one, which should be combined to form a complete building using Boolean set operations, such as union (ഫ), intersection (പ), and difference (Ϫ). Attachment of building parts is a case of union that needs special care. When attached building parts are determined independently, they may not be connected well but may have a discrepancy or overlap in between due to fitting errors or uncertainties. An attachment operation could incorporate some constraints in the fitting process or make some local modifications to ensure that a connection between two primitives makes sense. In order to maintain the intrinsic geometric properties, adjustment for attachment should work on shape or pose parameters. Attachment constraints for combining building primitives can be categorized into facet-to-facet, edge-to-edge, and orientation alignment constraints. A facet-to-facet constraint is Figure 9 . The CAD-based working environment. (Color verneeded for side-by-side connections of two building primision at www.asprs.org.) tives, such as the example in Figure 8a . The way to implement this constraint is to set the dZ parameter of the top building part as dZ top ϭ dZ bottom ϩ h bottom . When two primitives need to connect side by side, and some edges of the connected facets need to overlap, edge-to-edge constraints should be applied. Figures 8b and 8c are examples requiring edge-to-edge constraints, which can be implemented by combining a facet-tofacet constraint and an orientation constraint, e.g., ␣ left ϭ ␣ right or ␣ top ϭ ␣ bottom . Orientation alignment is also frequently required to obtain a reasonable connection, for example, when a building with the structure of stacking-up boxes inherits orientation alignment among the boxes as shown in Figure 8d . In this study, building parts are reconstructed sequentially, so that the attachment constraints can be derived from a previously reconstructed part and be set for the new part by using the LSMIF constraint as described in Equation 6.
Experiments Implementation
The proposed approach is implemented in a CAD-based environment combined with a model-image fitting program. The methods for model selection, approximate fitting, and visualization are implanted in the AutoCAD system using Visual Basic for Application (VBA) programming. The LSMIF is cur- Figure 10 . (a) The image pair superimposed with the rently an independent function developed using C code. Howextracted edge pixels and the projected wire frames of the ever, it would be possible to combine all of the processes into a box primitive after approximate fitting. (b) The fitting results single system. of the box primitive. (Color version at www.asprs.org.) Figure 9 shows the designed working environment. The graphical user interface allows the operator to zoom and view overlapped images in the image windows and to pick a suitable primitive from the model icons listed in the left column. Therepoint which is a point located at the origin of the model coordifore, the operator can perform model selection and approxinate system. By specifying the projected positions of the anchor mate fitting in this environment and visually supervise the fitpoint (the circled corner of the model shown in Figure 9 ) on the ting procedure. Each primitive is associated with an anchor images, the approximate location of the model in the object space can be determined. Furthermore, one can obtain the approximate scale and orientation of the model by specifying the two neighbor corners of the anchor point in one image. On the screen, the lower-left and lower-right windows show the top and perspective views of the model, respectively, in the object space. The model wire frame is also superimposed on the images. The approximate fitting results serve as the input data to the LSMIF. The LSMIF updates the shape and pose parameters to obtain the best fit between model and images. The first demonstrated example is reconstructing a building modeled by a box primitive. Figure 10a shows the image pair assessment, the results are also compared with the model parameters derived from manually measured data with an analytical plotter. Table 2 shows the data of the model parameters of the initial state and the final fitting, the checking data, and the differences between the fitting results and the checking data. The largest error appeared in the parameter of building height (h), mainly due to self-occlusion in the images. The edge lines of the top and bottom facets should determine the building height, but only one edge line of the bottom facet can be seen in the images. The second example is reconstructing a gable-roof building. Figure 11a shows the image pair superimposed with the extracted edge pixels and the projected wire frames of the gable-roof primitive after approximate fitting. Figure 11b shows the fitting results of the LSMIF, which is also visually correct. Table 3 shows the data of the model parameters of the final fitting, the checking data, and the differences between the fitting results and the checking data. The largest error also appeared on the parameter of building height (h), mainly due to self-occlusion in the images.
Tests and Accuracy Assessment
The test data are drawn from a set of aerial photos covering the National Cheng Kung University campus. The camera focal length is 305 mm and the flight height was about 1500 m, so that the photo scale is about 1:5,000. The photo endlap is about 60 percent and sidelap is about 30 percent. The photos were digitized with a pixel size of 25 m. In the test, ten buildings were reconstructed using the corresponding stereo pairs of the images. Figure 12 shows the results of the ten examples. With regard to model availability, most of the buildings can be properly represented by a combination of box and gable-roof primitives. In fact, building modeling implies a certain simplification of the real building shape. Although the models used in Figure 11 . (a) The image pair superimposed with the the examples 8 and 9 (Figures 12h and 12i) do not quite fit the extracted edge pixels and the projected wire frames of the real building shape, to a certain extent the representations are gable-roof primitive after approximate fitting. (b) Fitting reasonable, especially when very simplified building modeling results of the gable-roof primitive. (Color version at is required. One certainly can elaborate the building represenwww.asprs.org.) tation if there are more suitable primitives available. Except for the first example, the other buildings are modeled with two or more than two primitives. It can be seen that the CSG modeling is very adaptive to complex buildings. The proposed modelimage fitting function is quite efficient. For each primitive, it superimposed with the extracted edge pixels (blue dots) and the projected wire frames (red lines) of the box primitive after takes about 20 seconds to go through the procedure. It is much faster than point-by-point manual measurement. The successapproximate fitting. The projected wire frames obviously do not fit well to the edge pixels in this stage. Applying the LSMIF, ful rate of the LSMIF process is about 90 percent (24 out of 27 primitives). By introducing proper constraints, all cases can be the optimal fitting was achieved after 20 iterations. Figure 10b shows the fitting results of the wire frames and the edge pixels.
solved and proper topology between connected primitives can be maintained. From the extracted spatial information of buildIn spite of the influences of irrelevant edge pixels and occlusions, the results are visually correct. To obtain a quantitative ings, the coordinates of building corners were derived to com- The experiment results demonstrate the reliability of the
